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CALENDAR 

MAY 

 

 Thu 1 – Special Program: Viewpoints with Hy Edelstein, 12:30-2:00 p.m., Highland Valley Elder 

Services, 320 Riverside Drive, Florence. Contact: Hy Edelstein 584-3060, 

hedelste@crocker.com.  No need to register! 

 Thu 1 – Executive Committee meeting, 1:30-2:00 p.m., Five Colleges, Inc. 

 Thu 1 – Curriculum Committee meeting, 2:15-4:15 p.m., Five Colleges, Inc. 

 Thu 8 – Council meeting, 2:15-4:15 p.m., Five Colleges, Inc. 

 Fri 9 – Special Program: Opera Prep with Peg Bedell, Rossini’s La Cenerentola, 1:30-2:30 p.m., 

Lathrop Community Meeting House, 1 Shallowbrook Lane, Northampton. Contact: Peg Bedell 

586-8661, peggotty25@gmail.com. No need to register! 

 Thur 15 – Special Program: Finding Family Interest, 1:45 p.m., Dewey Hall, Smith College. 

Contact: Bobbie Reitt, 584-8779, redits@comcast.net. 

 Thu 15 – Special Program: Science Roundtable, Nanotubes, Buckyballs, and Graphene with 

5CLIR’s John Armstrong, 2:00-3:30 p.m., Lathrop Community Meeting House, 1 Shallowbrook 

Lane, Northampton. Contacts: John Armstrong 549-9171, johna.armstrong@comcast.net and 

Dottie Rosenthal 230-3195, dottierose1@gmail.com. 

 Fri 16, 23 & 30 – Special Program: French conversation, 1:30-3:30 p.m. Contact: Judith Pool, 

586-2190, jpool41@msn.com 

 Mon 19 – Close of registration for inclusion in any lottery for fall 2014 seminars 

 Wed 21 – Close of registration for summer 2014 programs 

 Wed 21 – Special Program: Special Event, Valley Poets, 2:00-4:00 p.m., Lathrop Community 

Meeting House, 1 Shallowbrook Lane, Northampton. Contact: Ina Luadtke 585-5145, 

carynsmom@aol.com 

 

5CLIR - ROAD SCHOLAR NE LIFELONG LEARNING CONFERENCE 

JUNE 1ST
 – 3RD

 AT UMASS AMHERST CONFERENCE CENTER
 

mailto:hedelste@crocker.com
mailto:peggotty25@gmail.com
mailto:redits@comcast.net
mailto:johna.armstrong@comcast.net
mailto:dottierose1@gmail.com
mailto:jpool41@msn.com
mailto:carynsmom@aol.com
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT, CAROL JOLLY 

Not surprisingly, given our 25 years of accomplishments and our 

exceptional volunteers and staff, we successfully completed all the big 

events anticipated in my April newsletter column: 

Liz is now comfortably ensconced in Room B15 of Neilson Library with 

separate spaces for her work area and supply storage as well as a spacious 

lounge area.  Once the rush of registration has passed – most probably in 

June – we will hold an open house to introduce everyone to the new office 

and its amenities. 

Over 125 members and guests enjoyed a delightful evening at the Hadley Farms Meeting House with 

elegant decor, good food and drink, enjoyable entertainment by the a capella group Green Street Brew, 

and lively talk as long-time and new members conversed across the dinner tables.  Chuck Gillies gave a 

stimulating commentary on LIR’s past; he also distributed an impressive analysis of our current 

membership that he and Hy Edelstein produced.  Each attendee received an impressive scroll recounting 

the organization’s historic highlights, created by Sara Wright. Five Colleges Treasurer, Barbara Lucey, 

presented us with a Certificate signed by the leaders of the 5 colleges recognizing our 25
th

 Anniversary 

milestone and Senate Majority Leader Stan Rosenberg delivered a legislative citation honoring us on the 

occasion.  Enormous thanks go to Sheila Klem and the Member Services Committee for all the work 

that made the evening such a pleasure; thanks also to the donors who helped finance it. 

The Annual Meeting drew a large crowd of members to the Smith College Campus Center for an 

explanation of next year’s budget, an early look at the nominees for Council [watch your mailbox for the 

ballots that will be coming soon], and a well-deserved expression of gratitude for the Committee Chairs 

who make so many of our activities possible. This was followed by delicious refreshments and the 

Spring Preview, affording lots of time to chat with next semester’s moderators about the 27 seminars 

that will be offered.  Many prospective members came by to check us out.  We thank Past President Jim 

Harvey for the arrangements and the Curriculum Committee for all its efforts working with moderators 

and preparing the packets. 

Whether you picked up your catalog in person, received it by mail, or explored it on our web-site, do be 

very sure to note its deadlines.  To be included in seminar lotteries, your registration form must be 

received in the office by 1 p.m. on May 19; since it is impossible to predict which seminars will be 

lotteried, it is best to submit your form by then so you don’t miss a chance to get into your first choice.  

Some summer programs also have space limitations, so registrations for those should be sent in soon, 

with a deadline of May 21. Do check seminar meeting times carefully to avoid registering for 

simultaneous sessions. 

As Spring semester seminars draw to an end, many of us are looking back appreciatively on all we 

discovered and learned over the past few months.  Soon we’ll segue into theatre and museum outings 

arranged by the Winter/Summer Programs Committee.  The wealth of opportunities we offer continues 

to amaze me.  I hope you, too, find participating in 5CLIR a way to expand your mind and enrich your 

life. 

Carol 
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“A Look Back as We Step Forward” 
*Excerpts from Eve Posada’s presentation to Council “A look back as we step forward: 

looking ahead to consider ways in which our organization can further develop” ‘95  

Compiled from 5CLIR archives and documents by Historian, Sara J . Wright 

 

It is in the nature of all things to change over time, to grow and develop or to atrophy and die.  Our 

main challenge is to sustain the integrity of our organization’s purpose while nurturing its growth.  

To do this we must understand our purpose, so that we can work together harmoniously in 

meeting the challenges of growth and changing circumstances. 

When we look back at the beginning of 5CLIR, we find that the main purpose was to establish a 

learning community of retired persons who conduct their own seminars. The distinguishing 

characteristic of our program is that we do not rely on outside paid faculty but solely on the 

leadership and active participation of our members.  The original proposal (Request for  Approval) 

submitted to the Five Colleges on May 3, 1988 stated: “Peer learning and active participation by 

members will not only be the intertwined concepts on which this proposed program will rise, but 

they will remain integral to it at every stage.”   

As stated in the October 5, 1988 letter signed by the heads of the five colleges, “Beginning March 

1989, our five institutions will co-sponsor ‘peer learning’ seminars: small groups of mature men 

and women who learn from each other about topics of common intellectual interest.” 

Looking over the seminar offerings of the past years, one cannot help but be impressed by their 

range and originality.  In pursuing our educational goals we have not limited our topics to strictly 

academic subjects but have covered a wide range from the theoretical to the practical, from the 

historic to the creative, from the academic to the esthetic.  These approaches are well within the 

range and scope of what is found at most colleges and universities.  All of these offerings provide 

growth in a stimulating environment of friendly and supportive peers. 

Another opportunity for participation and personal growth came quite unexpectedly. After one 

year under the jurisdiction of the Division of Continuing Education of the University, we found 

ourselves operating independently and reporting directly to the financial officer at Five  Colleges 

Incorporated. Not only did we need to carry out our study programs, but we had also to undertake 

the planning and management of our organization; we became a self-governing body that needed 

all members to serve on committees and participate in the running of the organization. 

Since our inception, we have carried out our original goals and maintained a lively and active 

participation in our seminars. We have also created a very popular program of activities for year 

round participation and often grappled with the problems of organizational management. 
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We have evolved not only as an educational enterprise but as a membership group that has 

responsibility of its own governance.  In both areas the opportunities for participation and 

involvement can lead to an interactive enrichment of our personal lives.  As we encounter in our 

seminars the problems of society past and present, confront the personal challenges revealed in 

our studies of literature, biography, autobiography, aging and mortality, ponder the relationships 

between science and philosophy, thrill to the creative ingenuity and beauty revealed in the arts, 

discover our own creative power in autobiographical writing or watercolor painting, we are 

rejuvenated and can extend these experiences not only in our interactions as participants in the 

study groups but also as participants in  larger groups as well. 

We can be proud of our achievements without falling into complacency; there is always room for 

improvement in what we have accomplished.  Here and now, there is still great opportunity to be 

involved, to participate and to work together for the continuation of our thriving organization, 

Five College LIR. 
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25TH
 CELEBRATION SPEECH BY CHUCK GILLIES 

(Delivered at the 5CLIR 25 th Anniversary Gala, Hadley, April 23, 2014)  

I was going to call my talk “Memories” or “The Way We Were,” but Janet was afraid I was going to 

burst into song, and now Sheila has invited other singers, so I have settled on “Reflections on My 

Time in LIR plus a Little Advice.”  When Sheila asked me to speak I was reminded of my very first 

seminar—The Election of 1996—and George Godwin, the moderator, said, “You should be on 

Council and I’m going to nominate you.”  I was much flattered, but shortly realized that it wasn’t 

because of my intellect or articulateness, but solely because of my youth!  George knew that LIR 

needs its young people to take charge and keep us going as we have miraculously done—with a 

little help from people named Karen, Callie and Liz—for twenty five years.  When asked to speak 

tonight I was very briefly flattered again until I realized I was now the oldest currently active 

former President—again not for my intellect, etc. but for my old age! By the way, I lost that 

election to Council! 

Now I want to point out two or three changes that we have experienced in the last 25 years in LIR 

that have paralleled—sometimes lagging, sometimes leading—changes in our broader society. We 

take for granted all this high tech stuff—e-mail messages, Newsletters by electronic mail, 

PowerPoint presentations.  What a change in the 18 years since I joined in year #8 (David Navon 

was President)!  Sometime in 1998 John Armstrong volunteered to create a LIR website and I 

joined his committee. He assigned me to find someone in LIR with a digital camera so we could 

post pictures.  I asked everyone. No one had one!  So I went out and bought a one megapixel 

camera.  Now my smart phone has at least six or seven, and I can use PhotoShop, have mastered 

Excel and other programs. Much of this is thanks to LIR and the leadership of John, Harley Unger, 

Peter Reitt, Hy Edelstein and others.  I used to think the Tech Committee and all that stuff we 

bought was a kind of affirmative action for males in this organization—the boys do like their 

toys—but I think all have benefitted and now we have tech-savvy females as well. 

Perhaps I was chosen to speak today because I knew our founding generation.  Bill Gibson, our 

first President, was in that same first seminar.  Of all the people I have known in LIR he was 

certainly one of the best—warm, intelligent, humorous.  I remember Karen Tatro saying that the 

reason she took the job as Program Director or PD was that Bill was on the search committee and 

“he had such a twinkle in his eye that I couldn’t resist.”  Speaking of Karen, she wasn’t the first PD 

or OM, but she certainly was the key in those early years to keeping this organization afloat.  We 

take it for granted, but I doubt it was a sure-run thing.  Stories I have heard were of a contested 

election and real acrimony at Council meetings as LIR struggled to get its footing.  By the time I 

became President survival issues had been pretty well worked out. It turned out that all the 

former Presidents were alive at that time (I was #12) … we thought being President must 

guarantee longevity!  I remember Eleanor Reid, Pat Keating and Bob Grose with respect and 

affection.  
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Back when we had pot-luck suppers at the Red Barn or the Catholic Church the President would 

get up and give a kind of State of the Union or, later in the year, a Farewell Address.  I followed my 

friend, Barbara Snoek as President.  You know, we didn’t always alternate genders and, in fact, at 

one point we had four male presidents in a row!  For my farewell address I complained that 

Presidents never knew what they were supposed to do so I decided to compose a list of the “Ten 

most important things an LIR President must do or know” to give to my successor, Naomi Yanis.  I 

found the list the other day; on it were such things as “when we meet in the Amherst Jones Library 

basement room the President must run the vacuum cleaner when the meeting is over.”  But it also 

included serious things like “acknowledge those who took responsibility for the Pot-lucks and do 

all the cleanup work afterwards, often led by June Guild.”  

Under “characters I have known in LIR” I am only going to mention one – but he was a real out-lier 

… he was a died-in-the-wool Republican!  In fact, he supposedly had a bust of Ronald Reagan on 

his mantel. The broader lesson here is friendships in LIR as our society has become so polarized. It 

was in the first of several seminars that Ted Belsky and I moderated that I got to know this 

Republican. I digress, but Ted, of course, was probably the best friend I have had in my long life 

and we had only met in LIR.  This is one of the good and bad things about this organization—the 

friends we make and the friends we inevitably lose.  Back to my Republican … Karen called up one 

afternoon after the seminars had been set, but not begun.  She said she had a new member that 

really wanted to take our seminar and that he sounded “important”—would we take him as an 

“extra?”  I said yes, he joined, did a good job on his presentation and gave off the aura, yes, of being 

“important.”  We later asked him to join the Great Decisions committee. … By the way, Liz posted 

the first Newsletter of LIR, dated March, 1990, on the website the other day and it included Great 

Decisions announcements for that spring—so it, too, is 25 years old!  The Republican—by now a 

good friend—came to his first Great Decisions meeting.  He took out his check book and said, 

“alright – how much should I make it out for?”  We all looked at him a little stunned. He said, “Well 

every other committee I have joined requires a contribution!” Our friendship survived the election 

of 2000.  In a seminar that year we made a visit to the statehouse which happened to be the day 

they were casting all of Massachusetts’ electoral votes for Gore, an impressive but sad ceremony.  

Well, … our friendship couldn’t survive the Iraq War. Well into the War our committee—the left-

wing was held up by Jerry Braunthal,—invited a UMass Professor to speak on “The Media and 

Foreign Policy.” When our speaker showed up somewhat disheveled with long hair and wearing 

flip-flops my GOP friend stomped out and that evening I got an e-mail threatening to report us to 

the UMass Chancellor!  I don’t think I ever saw him again.  Politics and the personal do intersect at 

times.  President Richard Nixon, on retirement, wrote a book called “Six Crises.” If I were to do so, 

this would certainly be one of the chapters.  It’s a reminder that being President of LIR is not 

always a bed of roses. 
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LIR has given me a wonderful chance, as a former math teacher, to be creative in unusual ways.  I 

remember writing a play for Armstrong and Navon’s String Theory seminar.  And creating a Ken 

Burns’ style self-perpetuating PowerPoint for Bobbie Reitt’s The Literature of WW1 and, since, … 

so many PowerPoints—each an effort to present material in creative ways, which … BTW I tried to 

do as a math teacher!  (Did you know that April is Mathematics Awareness Month, at least 

according to NPR?) 

I learned something in LIR about teamwork.  When Dotty Gorra asked Jim Scott and me to begin a 

PR Committee we looked over the LIR mailing list and invited to join us all those we thought 

would be good contributors and, to our surprise, almost all agreed to serve.  We knew nothing 

about PR or marketing, but through brainstorming with an intelligent team we helped, I think, to 

build this organization and, perhaps prevent a slide.   

Now I am about at the two thirds point of my time limit (Arnold Friedman said I could talk for two 

hours!) and I haven’t even mentioned Abraham Lincoln or the Civil War!  Needless to say, this 

topic has been of crucial importance to me.  And it is all thanks to LIR.  I always had a passing 

interest in history and Lincoln, but it was in LIR that I really took it up as a second career. One of 

my first seminars was with the ever-popular Ben Bowditch, retired marine and junior high history 

teacher.  He was working through American history in small gulps and I happened to join when he 

was doing the Civil War.  Alas, … he had it all wrong! … I began to realize that even the best people 

weren’t necessarily up-to-date on their history. I began to want to make—in a small way—a 

contribution to correcting some of this misinformation.   

All of us had lived through the radical changes of the Civil Rights Revolution. I was reminded of 

this the other day when I heard on the radio Marian Anderson singing on the steps of the Lincoln 

Memorial—and remembered that Dottie Rosenthal had told me she was actually there that day! 

By-the-way there are many people in LIR who have not risen to the august position of President, 

but who have been crucial to our evolution and Dottie is certainly one of them.  

As the Civil Rights Revolution was an effort to complete the Civil War, these last 25 years have 

been an effort to complete Civil Rights.  Hopefully, we in LIR have made a small contribution. Now 

we can’t exactly claim credit for my friend Bob Romer’s work to bring better racial understanding 

of the past and present to the Valley, but he was in one of Ted and my early seminars on Civil War 

issues just as he was beginning his Slavery in the Connecticut Valley studies! Ted and Bob and I and 

many others went on to sponsor the public series Slavery & Its Legacy in 2005 with Tony Marx as 

our keynoter and the Civil War Symposium in 2012 with Eric Foner and David Blight.  In both 

cases I took a burning interest of mine, wanted to deepen my own knowledge, but also thought 

that we could do something that would enhance LIR.  I hope you agree that we did. 
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While this Civil War stuff has been very personal for me there are, I think, lessons for LIR and its 

future.  Before I ever thought of the two series mentioned I had attended wonderful Cliff 

Matthews’ great series called “Emergence” on Science and Religion.  I realized that LIR could do 

something beyond our basically selfish seminars and make a community contribution.  It also 

showed me that we could attract people with significant reputations on their topics—interlacing 

them with LIR folks—all willing and perhaps eager to share their knowledge.   

So the lesson for LIR is that this kind of thing can be done and, I think, ought to be done. If you say, 

“it is too much work, you need to be nuts to try” remember this:  Yes, I got a lot of credit (and 

satisfaction) for the Slavery Series and the Symposium, but the fact was that I would not have done 

it without turning to a team of fellow LIR members plus having a highly competent Callie as OM, to 

make it work. I kept telling them that when the Red Sox win the pennant the manager gets some of 

the credit, but the team gets most!  You can be sure that there is a group of competent, creative, 

intelligent people in this organization who will dedicate hours if someone leads. So …go for it! 

Finally, you have a copy of “Who Are We?” in front of you that Hy Edelstein and I produced 

especially for today.  Hope you enjoy looking through it.  Why did I do it?  … well remember Orson 

Welles and “rosebud.” 

Many thanks, 

Chuck Gillies 

25TH
 CELEBRATION LETTER FROM ARNOLD FRIEDMANN 

As the oldest (in age) former president of Five College Learning in Retirement I thought it 

appropriate to express my feelings about the 25th anniversary dinner in a brief letter. 

 

The event was absolutely great, and the handouts were equally impressive. I know that many 

members helped to make the event a success, especially those on the membership/ member 

services committee. But this event would not have been possible without Sheila Klem who was the 

guiding force behind everything, and who must have spent countless hours in making the dinner 

the success that it was. The thoughtful touches from new name tags to the table settings,and the 

handouts at each setting were truly remarkable. 

 

Chuck Gillies obviously deserves our very special thanks. He and Hy Edelstein did a wonderful job 

with the documentation of the 5CLIR history and the statistical information that is in the brochure. 

And Chuck's speech was just right, not too long- and no comments about Lincoln or the Civil war. 

 

I am sure that Liz Tiley, Carol Jolly and many others, too numerous to name, have been very 

important to the success of the event; many thanks to all of you.
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR SILVER SUSTAINER GALA CONTRIBUTIONS

Lawrence Ambs 

John and Lise Armstrong 

Anne Avakian 

Jim and Judy Averill 

Susan and Roger Beer 

Sandy and Betsy Belden 

Marybeth Bridegam 

Joan Cenedella and Fran Volkmann 

Laura Cranshaw 

Hy and Sally Edelstein 

Mary Franks 

Joice Gare 

Chuck and Janet Gillies 

Dorothy Gorra 

Michael Greenebaum 

June Guild and Joel Halpern 

Jim Harvey 

Frieda Howards 

Emily Hurn 

Carol Jolly 

Sheila and Charlie Klem 

Henny Lewin and Len Kamins 

Anne Lombard 

Joan McKelvey 

Philippe and Syma Meyer 

Ray Moore 

Neil Novik and Elizabeth Crowell 

Ellen Peck 

Jim Perot 

Judith Pool 

Claire Safford 

Jim and Nina Scott 

Claire Sherr 

Adele Steinberg 

Zina Tillona 

Signia Warner 

Joan Wofford 

Michael Wolff 

Gordon and Mary Wyse 

Naomi Yanis
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NEWS FROM THE OFFICE 

Thank you for all of your wonderful photographs and articles; many of them will be included in 

the June newsletter rather than this one to accommodate the many responses to the 25th 

Anniversary Gala on April 23rd. Here are links to Who are We? by Chuck Gillies and Hy Edelstein 

and Peer Led Seminars by Ellen Peck on 5CLIR’s website. 

FINDING FAMILY INTEREST GROUP 
The Finding Family Interest Group will meet on Thursday, May 15, at 1:45 p.m. in the Common Room 

at Dewey Hall at Smith. This will be a workshop session, so anyone planning to attend is encouraged to 

bring a laptop or tablet. Those attending without a computer will be paired with someone who does have 

one, to give everyone attending a chance to search the site. If you have questions or need a parking 

permit, email or call Bobbie at redits@comcast.net or 584-8779. 

5CLIR - METROPOLITAN OPERA LIVE IN HD - 2014 
We meet on Fridays, at the Northampton Lathrop Community Room, 1:30–2:30 p.m. A series of HD 

video productions of operas performed at the Metropolitan Opera will be shown at the Hadley 

Cinemark Theater on Saturday afternoons. Tickets should be purchased by 5CLIR members in 

advance. In preparation for seeing (and hearing) them, Peg Bedell will offer an introduction to 

each opera on the preceding Friday. Anyone interested may attend any session. For more 

information, contact Peg.                                                          

PREP DATE COMPOSER: OPERA LIVE DATE TIME ENCORE DATE TIME LENGTH 

May 9 Rossini: LA CENERENTOLA May 10 12:55 May 14 6:30 3:25 

 

Prep:  Peg Bedell, Fridays, Lathrop Community Meeting House, 1:30-2:30 

Live in HD: Cinemark, Hadley, Saturdays at 12:55 with one exception, PRINCE IGOR, at 12:00 

Encores:  Cinemark, Hadley, Wednesdays at 6:30 

NOTE: This year, there are shorter intervals between Live and Encore showings. 

 

 

 

http://5clir.files.wordpress.com/2014/04/who-are-we-a-special-report-april-2014.pdf
http://5clir.files.wordpress.com/2014/05/peer-led-seminars-in-5clir.pdf
mailto:redits@comcast.net
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SCIENCE ROUNDTABLE – NANOTUBES, BUCKYBALLS, AND GRAPHENE  

What do carbon nanotubes, buckyballs, and graphene have in common? They are all made of 

carbon atoms arranged in different shapes: the nanotubes in cylinders, buckyballs like soccer 

balls, and graphene as an incredibly thin layer. While we know carbon best as an important 

element in organic compounds and intricately associated with life on Earth, nanotubes, 

buckyballs, and graphene are all made of inorganic carbon and form chemical bonds only to other 

carbon atoms.  

 

These new forms of carbon have only been discovered in the last few decades. They have 

remarkable properties: stronger than steel, better conductors of heat and electricity than any 

previously known materials, and with amazing electronic properties. Although there are 

formidable problems involved in producing these forms of carbon on a large scale, they are 

gradually appearing in practical applications. They have the potential, for example, of boosting 

internet speeds and extending the lives of computers. 

 

John Armstrong, will discuss “Carbon Nanotubes, Buckyballs, and Graphene” at the next session of 

the Science Roundtable on Thursday, May 15 at 2 p.m. in the Meeting House, Lathrop 

Northampton. This will be the last session of the Roundtable for 2013-2014. After John’s 

presentation, we will solicit ideas for topics for the fall of 2014.  
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You are invited to a 

Five College Learning in Retirement 

Special Programs Event 

 

“VALLEY POETS” 

 Wednesday, May 21, 2014 

2 – 4 PM 

 

With LIR’s Own ‘Hidden Poets’ 

Reading their Original Poetry 

 

And Wil Hastings as  

Master of Ceremonies 

 

  Lathrop Community Meeting House 

#1 Shallowbrook Lane off Bridge Road 

Northampton, MA 

 

      

 

Note:  Please use street parking, 

       avoiding driveways and grassy areas. 

 

To participate as a reader contact: CarynsMom@AOL.com or 413-585-5145 

mailto:CarynsMom@AOL.com
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http://5clir.files.wordpress.com/2014/04/lli_invitation_june2014.pdf
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25TH
 ANNIVERSARY GALA PHOTOS BY CHARLIE KLEM 
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Photo by Katy van Geel 

 

Photo by Prunella Fiddian-Green
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5CLIR CALENDAR 2014 

 

January             2 Memorial Program, Amherst College Alumni House, 10 a.m. – noon  

    3 Snow date for Memorial Program, same time and place  

   No Executive Committee meeting 

   No Curriculum Committee meeting 

   No Council meeting 

 

February   6 Executive Committee Meeting, 1:30 p.m., Five Colleges, Inc. HQ 

                             6 Curriculum Committee Meeting, 2:15–4:15 p.m., Five Colleges, Inc. HQ 

  13 Council Meeting, 2:15–4:15 p.m., Five Colleges, Inc. HQ 

  21  New Members Coffee, 10:00–12:00 noon, Northampton Lathrop  

  24 First day of spring semester seminars 

 

March    6 Executive Committee meeting, 1:30 p.m., Five Colleges, Inc., HQ 

    6         Curriculum Committee meeting, 2:15–4:15 p.m., Five Colleges, Inc, HQ 

  13 Council meeting, 2:15–4:15 p.m., Five Colleges, Inc. HQ 

  21        Meeting for Potential Moderators, 10 am–noon, Northampton Lathrop 

  

April    1 Deadline for proposals for fall semester 2014 

    3 Executive Committee meeting, 1:30 p.m., Five Colleges, Inc. HQ 

    3         Curriculum Committee meeting, 2:15–4:15 p.m., Five Colleges, Inc. HQ 

  10 Council meeting, 2:15–4:15 p.m., Five Colleges, Inc. HQ 

  23 5CLIR 25th Anniversary Gala, Hadley Farms Meeting House 

  27 Annual Meeting, 1:30–2:00 p.m./Spring Preview 2:00–3:45 p.m., Carroll Room, 

   Smith College Campus Center,  

    

 

May    1 Executive committee meeting, 1:30 p.m., Five Colleges, Inc. HQ 

    1 Curriculum Committee meeting, 2:15–4:15 p.m., Five Colleges, Inc. HQ 

    1 Last day of spring semester seminars (last snow date: 9 May) 

    8 Council meeting, 2:15–4:15 p.m., Five Colleges, Inc. HQ

  19 Close of registration for inclusion in any lottery for fall 2014 seminars 

  26 Lottery for oversubscribed fall seminars 

 

June   5 Executive committee meeting, 1:30 p.m., Five Colleges, Inc. HQ 

                            5 Curriculum Committee meeting, 2:15–4:15 p.m., Five Colleges, Inc. HQ

             12 Council meeting, 2:15–4:15 p.m., Five Colleges, Inc. HQ 
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5CLIR OFFICERS 
2013 - 2014 

 

President: Carol Jolly 

Vice-President: Michael Greenebaum 

Past-President: Jim Harvey 

Secretary: Ellen Peck 

Treasurer: Betsy Loughran 

Assistant Treasurer: Susan Beer 
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